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Abstract
Cybercrimes are increasing at an alarming rate and cause detrimental effects to the victims. Routine Activity Theory (RAT) is commonly used to understand the factors influencing cybercrime victimization. However, there have
been inconsistent findings on the applicability of RAT theory. This study performs a Systematic Literature Review analysis to consolidate and provide a coherent analysis of the related studies employing RAT theory for cybercrime victimization. The articles were also differentiated based on the cybercrimes topologies being investigated; (a) cybercrime dependent (hacking and malware) and (b) cybercrime enabled (phishing, fraud and identity theft). The findings suggest that a refined specification and operationalization of RAT’S construct tailoring to the types of cybercrimes can arguably yield more accurate application and interpretation of RAT Theory in cybercrimes. Consequently, this will address the inaccurate measurement issues of some of the RATS’s constructs, leading to inconclusive effects on cybercrime victimization. In addition, there is a need for more longitudinal studies to disentangle the effect of RAT’s construct during pre and post cybercrimes. Security advocates can apply the findings of this research to formulate relevant cybercrime awareness programs. The findings also shed some insights into which groups should be targeted for different cybercrime educational and awareness programs. This study can increase the awareness among citizens in terms of their online activities, their attributes and the types of protection from becoming cybercrime victims.
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1 Introduction

The Internet has revolutionised our daily lives. Much of our daily activities such as banking, communication, education, and purchasing are conducted online. Although many people enjoy the convenience of these online activities, there are also some who capitalise on the multiple opportunities to victimise others. As a result, cybercrime cases are continuously increasing every year. According to FBI statistics, in 2019, an average of 1300 cybercrimes was reported, amounting to $3.5 billion in losses to individual and business victims. These cybercrimes suggest that people are the most vulnerable entities to be exploited [1] as human reasoning can be subjugated by external manipulations [2].

In understanding the factors of cybercrime victimisation, one of the most frequently used theories is the Routine Activities Theory (RAT), which was initially developed by Cohen and Felson (1979). The essence of this theory is that when an individual possesses characteristics that attract the offender and is exposed to the motivated offender coupled with lack of protection
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from the attacker, he or she is likely to be the victim of a crime. Since this theory is initially used to explain physical crime, it is unclear whether it can be applied to online crime [3]. One of the issues plaguing cybercrime research is whether the concepts and constructs in the physical world can be applied and interpreted similarly in a virtual environment [4]. This problem has been partly reflected in the conflicting findings of studies that applied RAT for examining cybercrimes. One cluster of research demonstrates the favourable applicability of RAT in cybercrime victimisation. This group of research demonstrated that online shopping activities increase exposure to motivated offenders [4–6]. Additionally, several individual characteristics such as education [4, 7, 8], income [4, 9], and some behavioural traits such as clicking links [8] are associated with cybercrime victimisation. Furthermore, personal traits such as digital literacy [10] and online risk awareness [4] are considered guardianship factors and are significantly associated with cybercrimes.

Despite these promising findings, another stream of research has posited contradicting findings. In their review, Leukfeldt and Yar (2016) highlighted several studies showing the problematic application of variables in RAT in explaining cybercrime victimisation. In their earlier study, elements of RAT such as online activities and online accessibility did not increase the risk of victimisation (Leukfeldt, 2014). They also demonstrated that target attractiveness factors such as personal and financial characteristics are not significant towards cybercrime victimisation. Leukfeldt (2016) also highlighted the findings of Reyns et al. (2011), which found that online exposure variables in RAT did not consistently affect cyber-stalking victimisation. As for guardianship, which denotes technical, social or behavioral protection, the results were also mixed. While technical guardianship such as having anti-virus installed was initially argued to be significantly related to the risk of victimisation, some studies have refuted this argument [7, 11].

Due to the inconsistencies in findings, it is challenging to conclude RAT’s applicability in explaining cybercrime victimisation. Therefore, this study aims to consolidate and provide a coherent analysis of the related studies employing RAT theory for cybercrime victimisation. The outcome of this study will provide a better understanding of the applicability of RAT theory for explaining cybercrime victimisation. In addition, the conflicting findings are partly due to the different nature of various cybercrimes [4]. Hence, for deeper understanding, this study will present the analysis of the applicability of RAT factors based on the typology of cybercrimes; cyber-enabled crime and cyber-dependent crime (Wall, 2007).
In a nutshell, this study presents a systematic review of empirical studies that utilise RAT to examine cybercrime victimisation. Specifically, the objectives of this SLR are:

(a) To analyse the usability of RAT in terms of these three concepts: (1) proximity to offender, (2) target attractiveness, and (3) guardianship.
(b) To compare the findings between cyber-dependent and cyber-enabled crimes studies that utilise RAT theory.
(c) To discuss the applicability of RAT theory to cybercrimes and future direction.

2 Types of Cybercrimes

In this section, a brief description of common cybercrimes is presented before discussing cybercrime topologies. Hacking is one of the prevalent cybercrime approaches. Hacking can be defined as the unauthorised access and subsequent use of other people’s computer systems with criminal intention. In performing the data gathering, hackers can use either a technological-based or a human-based approach to attack. The technological approach can be deceiving victims through fraudulent pop-up messages informing of some problems that require action or credentials by the potential victim [12]. The hackers can also use malicious software such as viruses and worms to infiltrate the target devices and accounts [13, 14]. Alternatively, the human-based approach can use persuasive messages and exploit human weakness (empathy, charity, love) in face-to-face interaction, communication over the telephone, or indirect interaction through letters, emails and websites, instant messaging, or even unidirectional interaction.

Another common cybercrime approach is phishing, which uses sophisticated lures to obtain valuable information such as credit card numbers, bank account details, and other confidential information from a target [15]. Phishing usually involves establishing a fraudulent website that closely mimics the official website [16]. Emails impersonating the trusted agencies will be sent out to potential victims [17]. These emails usually ask people to “validate” or “confirm” their credentials. To do so, users need to click links or attachments, which direct them to the fake website where the private information of the victims will be elicited [16]. After the targeted data has been retrieved, the user will be redirected to the actual website to prevent suspicion.

Cyberfraud or scamming is a form of deception to gain monetary benefits [12]. In e-commerce, an example of fraud includes the promise of
goods or services that are non-existent. Meanwhile, online banking fraud refers to the fraudulent act of surreptitiously accessing and transferring funds from an individual’s online bank account for financial gain. In some cases, individuals may even be duped by a criminal into making fraudulent money transfer themselves [4]. Finally, identity theft is usually linked to a scam or defamation. It refers to the use of unauthorised personal identification details for illegal purposes [18]. Another type of cybercrime that is excluded from this study is cyber-violence. It refers to harmful actions either through hate speech, cyberbullying, and other related aggression acts.

2.1 Cybercrimes Topology

In this study, it is vital to analyse the applicability of RAT based on relevant cybercrime typologies. The inconsistencies of RAT’S findings may be derived from concluding findings without differentiating the nature of cybercrimes. Cybercrimes arguably have different natures or modus operandi in their attacks. Akdemir & Lawless [19] provided an analysis of cybercrime typologies. According to them, cybercrimes can be classified based on different criteria. From their review, some scholars classify cybercrimes as Type I (technology-based) versus Type II (people-based crimes) [20]. In the former, the crime is usually facilitated by loggers or viruses into the victim’s system, while in the latter, the crimes are the consequence of a victim’s action or online activities such as clicking on malicious links or entering information on fake websites. Examples of Type I cybercrimes include phishing attempts, theft or manipulation of data or services via hacking or viruses, identity theft, and bank or e-commerce fraud. Meanwhile, Type II cybercrimes include cyber-stalking and harassment, child predation, extortion, blackmail, and stock market manipulation.

In this study, we adopted Wall’s [21] classification to differentiate between cyber-enabled, cyber-dependent, and cyber-related crimes. Cyber-dependent crimes are defined as attacks that can only be facilitated through Internet technologies. Without technology, these crimes are non-existent. For example, malware infection, hacking, and spamming constitute cyber-dependent cybercrimes. Meanwhile, cyber-enabled crimes are considered hybrid cybercrimes resulting from the integration of traditional crimes with Internet technologies. This type of crime can still exist without technologies, but the technologies can amplify the crimes to reach a broader range of victims. Examples of cybercrimes include phishing, online fraud, identity theft, and online pornography.
Meanwhile, cyber-related crimes are content-related offences such as cyber aggression, cyber-obscenity, cyber-violence, and cyberbullying. We adopted the Wall [21] typology for comparative analysis between RAT applicability in cyber-enabled versus cyber dependent crimes. Cyber-related categories are not included in our analysis. The rationale for selecting this typology is to deduce whether different RAT factors influence purely virtual-based crimes (cyber-dependent) versus hybrid types of crime (cyber-enabled).

3 Routine Activities Theory

Routine Activities Theory (RAT) is an extension of the lifestyle exposure theory. The Lifestyle Exposure Theory (LET) posits that some people are more prone to becoming victims of crime than others because of their lifestyle. Hindelang et al. [22] defined lifestyle as “routine daily activities, both vocational activities (work, school, keeping house, etc.) and leisure activities” (p. 241), where he argued that people whose daily routines bring them into contact with potential offenders are more likely to experience personal victimisation. RAT extends LET by having two additional elements; a motivated offender and capable guardianship besides the routine daily activities [23]. The basic premise of RAT is that crime occurs when three things converge in time and space: a motivated offender (through daily activities), a suitable target, and the lack of a capable guardian [24].

Traditionally, RAT is applied to explain physical crimes such as burglary [24], vandalism [25], and physical assault [26]. Recently many studies have adopted this theory to explain cybercrime victimisation. However, applying this theory to cyberspace is challenging since the convergence of spatiality and temporality is ruled out. In cybercrime studies, proximity to a potential offender is sometimes operationalised as the number of friends on social networks and strangers in the friend list [27]. In terms of lifestyle, exposure to victimisation is represented by the duration of time spent on various online activities like using social networking sites and instant messaging [4]. However, as we will explain later, frequency is not a stable predictor of risk victimisation [8]. Therefore, some scholars argue that the duration of time online is not sufficient to explain victimisation. Instead, the activities performed while being online (i.e. sharing location, commenting, active in forums) may be a better construct to explain the risk of victimisation.

Besides proximity, target attractiveness has been associated with the risk of victimisation. Target attractiveness is defined as the appealing
characteristics of a person or object to potential offenders. It also describes the inertia of a person or object to be removed as a potential victim [28]. Visibility, inertia, value, and accessibility are the critical elements which constitute target attractiveness [29]. Visibility means a person or an object that is more visible to the offender is more susceptible to victimisation.

Meanwhile, accessibility is described as accessing the target and getting away from the crime scene [30]. In cybercrimes, the Internet is a public medium that allows for fake or anonymous identities, and provides high visibility and accessibility to potential victims [31]. The concept of value represents the worth of a target or objects either for personal pleasure, sales, and other purposes. In cybercrime, the value is usually on informational characteristics such as confidential data or passwords and intellectual properties objects such as music and computer software [31]. Meanwhile, inertia refers to an object or person of any inherent resistance to its removal. For cybercrimes, operationalising the inertia seems problematic as the objects are not tangible. Recently, scholars have argued that the file size can reflect the inertia of informational objects in cyberspace. For example, large data size may take more effort and time for an offender to steal, and needs to have appropriate storage capacity later [31].

Target attractiveness has been measured using several sociodemographic factors. For example, in cybercrimes, age, income, education, race, and residential setting have been used for representing target attractiveness [3, 32–34]. Furthermore, besides social demographics, some behavioural measures are also used to represent target attractiveness. For example, Ngo and Paternoster (2011) operationalised clicking or opening links to indicate target attractiveness. The current measures of target attractiveness, however, do not yield conclusive findings towards cybercrime victimisation.

The third dimension of RAT is guardianship. In cyberspace, guardianship can be classified as the following: technical guardianship, social guardianship, behavioural guardianship, and personal guardianship. Technical guardianship refers to the use of protective software such as firewalls, anti-virus programmes, filtering, and blocking software [35]. Social guardianship can be represented by social circles or people mediation that can dissuade cyber-deviance and potentially reduce the risk of cybercrime victimisation [32]. Behavioural guardianship is usually operationalised as protective actions such as regularly changing passwords. Finally, personal guardianship refers to an individual’s attributes that may protect him or her from being victimised. Ngo [8] describes personal guardianship as a certain level of skill with computers and technology. In conclusion, this study will
focus on synthesising these three factors of the RAT theory in explaining cyber-enabled and cyber-dependent crimes.

4 Methodology

Scopus and Taylor and Francis were the primary databases used to retrieve all the papers in this study. For papers to be qualified in the dataset, they need to contain routine activities theory and cybercrimes. Searching was conducted using the following search string: “Routine Activity Theory” AND “cybercrime victimisation” OR “cyber fraud victimisation” OR online crime victimisation.

For both Scopus and Taylor and Francis, the search fields were article titles, abstracts, and keywords, and set between 2015 and 2021. The search process began on 4 January 2021 and resulted in 635 papers, 138 papers from Scopus and 497 papers from the Taylor and Francis database. After duplicates were removed, a filtering process was carried out according to a framework called Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Literature Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) [36]. 632 papers remained for screening after the removal of the duplicates.

The papers were filtered based on the following inclusion and exclusion criteria: (i) papers were excluded if there was no application of the RAT theory; and (ii) the cybercrimes’ victimisation and research were related to terms in the titles or abstracts. The screening process resulted in 35 papers remaining for further filtration. Next, the papers’ full texts were assessed for eligibility. The eligible papers were included if they met the following criteria: (i) An empirical application of RAT theory in cybercrimes victimisation; and (ii) the cybercrimes are limited to only hacking, malware, fraud, and identity theft. The justification of having only empirical papers is to facilitate the analysis as these studies demonstrate the statistical effect of each factor towards cybercrimes victimisation. Meanwhile, papers containing the following criteria were excluded: (i) papers that address victimisation at national or organizational levels; and (ii) victimisation in online harassment, cyber aggression, cyberbullying, and romance scams. It is important to restrict the papers to individual level analysis for a meaningful comparison of findings.

The filtering process resulted in a total of 13 papers remaining. After the filtering process, snowballing was conducted based on the previous filtered results (13 papers) after PRISMA. Backward snowballing was carried out on Google Scholar [37], where the reference list of the 13 papers was examined. Related papers based on their title abstracts were also included. The inclusion
and exclusion criteria were the same as the ones adopted earlier. This process led to the final datasets, which contained 24 papers. The quality of papers was examined using Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) [38]. Basically, each paper in the dataset was assessed based on the following criteria:

- Is the sampling strategy relevant to address the research question?
- Is the sample representative of the target population?
- Are the measurements appropriate?
- Is the risk of nonresponse bias low?
- Is the statistical analysis appropriate to answer the research question?

Figure 1 diagrammatically shows the above-mentioned methodological process derived from the PRISMA framework.

5 Analysis and Findings

The table below demonstrates the final dataset of relevant papers derived from the PRISMA framework for further analysis.

The findings of the articles in Table 1 were analysed and classified based on the RAT components (activities that increase proximity to offenders, target attractiveness, and guardianship). The articles were also differentiated based on the cybercrime topologies being investigated; (a) cybercrime-dependent (hacking and malware) and (b) cybercrime-enabled (phishing, fraud, and identity theft). These studies were further refined into 3 contextual categories; (1) secondary data from citizens (SDC), (2) survey studies using citizens (SVC), and (3) survey studies using studies (SVS). The justification for refining the analysis based on the study approaches can help to identify whether differences of findings resulted from the different methods and types of samples used. The final data set comprised of (a) 11 SDC papers, (b) 6 SVC papers and (c) 6 SVS papers as shown in Figure 2. The result of the paper analysis based on these three categories is presented using graphs in Sections 5.1 to 5.3.

5.1 Activities Influencing Cyber-enabled Versus Cyber-dependent Crimes

There are no clear boundaries to distinguish which activities are more prone to cyber-dependent crimes compared to cyber-enabled crimes. However, several patterns emerged, which warrant further investigation.

Firstly, online shopping is one of the mutual activities that increases the risk of both types of crimes [4, 6, 7, 19]. Online shopping can be a fertile
medium for online fraud/scam. This scam can be facilitated by fake websites mimicking authentic sellers with a familiar interface and logo. The scam is made even more attractive through offerings of popular items at much-reduced costs, which later becomes disappointing when the goods do not arrive. As for cyber-dependent crimes, attackers can seed apps or links in pop-up ads and coupons with malware to infect the victim’s system. Another mutual activity influencing both types of cybercrimes is online banking [19, 34, 45]. Clearly, activities that involve financial transactions influence both types of cybercrimes.
Table 1  Articles in final dataset

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Papers (References)</th>
<th>Context of Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[3]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Eurobarometer (27,680 citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[5]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (284 students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[8]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (295 USA students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[9]</td>
<td>Self-reported Survey (173 Korean academic profile)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[17]</td>
<td>Secondary Data (19,422 Canadian citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>Secondary Data (Crime Survey of England and Wales) plus 35,000 respondents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[34]</td>
<td>Telephone interviews (1447 USA senior citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (11,534 USA citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[40]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (295 Malaysian students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from 23rd cycle of the GSS (19,422 Canadian citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[42]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Belgian Cost of Cybercrime Project (967 Belgian Citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[43]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Caught in the Scammers’ Net national survey victimisation (1,539 USA citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[44]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Longitudinal Internet Studies (5,046 Dutch citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[45]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social Sciences (18,343 Dutch citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[46]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Longitudinal Internet Studies for the Social sciences (5570 Dutch)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[47]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (570 USA students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[48]</td>
<td>Self-report survey (104 Australian citizens)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[49]</td>
<td>Telephone survey (922 USA students)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[50]</td>
<td>Secondary Data from Longitudinal Internet Studies (9163 Dutch citizens)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For cyber-dependent crimes, (hacking/malware) activities that increase visibility/interaction such as Instant Messaging and online forums influence the risk of victimisation [4, 19, 51]. Most of these studies use secondary data from surveys with large respondents. One study which used students as a sample found a non-significant effect of Instant Messaging [47] (refer Figure 3).
In general, there was more evidence from large scale studies demonstrating that risky activities such as downloading media, peer-sharing, and pornography influence cyber-dependent victimisation [4, 19, 44]. These make sense as the perpetrator can often include viruses or malware during these activities. As for SNS activities, the large-scale secondary data studies suggest that Social Networking Site (SNS) activity do not influence phishing and fraud victimisation (see Figure 4), except for the research by [43], which used students as respondents.

One plausible reason for the insignificant relationship between SNS and cyber-enabled crimes is due to the measurement. In most of the studies, only frequency using SNS was measured. The implication of the RAT theory is that frequency of performing activities alone does not accurately explain
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Figure 4 Activities significantly influencing phishing victimisation (*Negative number denotes number of studies for non-significant effect).

Figure 5 Activities significantly influencing fraud victimisation (*Negative number denotes number of studies for non-significant effect).

victimisation. Instead, the data revealed by those activities may possibly provide a better explanation. For example, just spending time lurking or scrolling on SNS will not reveal any data to a motivated offender. However, sharing posts, check-ins, and comments, especially on public walls, will reveal unique data about potential victims. Another study by Saridakis et al. (2016) supported this argument, demonstrating people who have higher usage of knowledge sharing on social media are more susceptible towards cybercrime compared to people who frequently use social media. The amount of
types of information disclosed on SNS may be a more accurate predictor for cyber-enabled victimisation [6]. This speculation has some support from [43] in their study, which demonstrated how SNS influences phishing through information disclosure.

It is noteworthy to mention that using students as a sample may lead to inconsistent results from the majority of findings as demonstrated in [47] and [40]. Future studies can probably formulate classification of activities and differentiate between cybercrimes. A typology of activities for different types of cybercrimes can be devised as follows: For example: (1) activities that increase visibility (forums, blogs, Instagram); (2) activities that involve transactional data (online shopping, online banking); and (3) deviant activities (pornography, cyber-aggression) and other relevant classification of activities. Analysis using categorisation of activities aligned with the cybercrimes’ nature or approach (system versus human-based) may provide more meaningful results.

Additionally, examining the direct effects of frequency activities alone may yield an inaccurate interpretation. In the future, the effect of interaction between activities and information disclosure may portray a more accurate interpretation. Alternatively, more mediation factors should be considered regarding the frequency of online activities towards cybercrime victimisation.

5.2 Target Attractiveness Influencing Cyber-enabled Versus Cyber-dependent Crimes

Target attractiveness comprises two dimensions, which are the routine activities that make individuals or objects potential victims, and attributes of the individuals or objects that make them attractive targets [28]. Our SLR found that a few measurements have been used to represent target suitability, namely opening and clicking links, posting personal information, and risky online disclosure [6]. The concept of target suitability is also reflected by the objects/devices connected to Internet technologies. The attributes of the target devices themselves, such as the connectivity of the devices, represent target suitability.

The majority of the studies analysed demonstrated that posting personal information like pictures, phone numbers, and addresses [8] did not influence both types of cybercrimes’ victimisation (see Figures 6, 7 and 8). Future researchers may want to untangle the meaning of this puzzling finding. In one study, posting accurate information significantly influenced both phishing and hacking, but was negatively correlated [17]. The authors speculated that
this might reflect a measurement issue. Posting accurate information may contradict the need to supply accurate details when making online purchases or online banking as both activities have been proven to influence both types of cybercrimes’ victimisation. This result could also indicate that phishers prefer using large email lists, such as hacking into online retailers’ databases, rather than searching for individuals’ personal information on SNS or other
Figure 8  Target attractiveness factors significantly influencing fraud victimisation (*Negative number denotes number of studies for non-significant effect).

websites. Therefore, using SNS or being careless with personal information online might not be strongly related to phishing targeting.

There are also streams of studies that operationalise target attractiveness based on the attributes of devices. For example, Akdemir et al. [19] in their study represent target attractiveness as devices connecting to public Internet and laptops used away from home/work/school/college, thus exposing technological vulnerabilities. Both devices’ vulnerabilities are prone to cybercrime victimisation [19].

Among the sociodemographic factors, education is the more stable predictor, especially for cyber-enabled crimes (see Figures 7, 8 and 9). For example, for identity theft cases, victims that are more highly educated are more attractive for victimisation [7, 11]. This finding makes sense as these victims have more credible social status [7], which lure potential offenders. In several studies, income also positively correlates with cyber-dependent crime [46, 53].

To fully comprehend the effect of age, an analysis of the interaction effect of age and online activities must be performed. For example, in cyber-dependent crimes such as hacking and malware, older people are less susceptible to virus attacks. This finding may be attributed to older people generally spending less time online, hence less exposure to attacks. On the other hand, in some cases, older people are more vulnerable to cyber-enabled crimes such as online scams and identity theft, potentially due to limited knowledge or self-efficacies in dealing with technologies. Contrarily, Junger et al. [3] demonstrated that younger people were more prone to online purchase fraud, while older groups are more likely to be victims of online banking fraud. This observation may be due to a similar justification. Further
Figure 9  Target attractiveness factors influencing identity theft victimisation (*Negative number denotes number of studies for non-significant effect).

analysis needs to be done on the interaction effects of age and time spent online and age and lack of knowledge or self-efficacies.

The effect of gender towards cybercrime victimisation is inconclusive. Some studies have shown that women are more susceptible to cyber-dependent crimes such as hacking and malware [40, 47]. However, other studies reported a non-significant relationship of gender, especially in cyber-enabled crimes [7, 8].

5.3 Guardianship Influencing Cyber-enabled Versus Cyber-dependent Crimes

The analysis of guardianship factors towards cybercrimes is presented in Table 4 below. From the literature analysis, technical guardianship has not shown itself to be a good predictor for reducing cybercrime victimisation. Most of the studies showed that using anti-virus software is related to victimisation [32], regardless of the types of cybercrimes. For example, Bossler and Holt [47] demonstrated that anti-virus is not correlated with malware victimisation (see Figure 10). Additionally, anti-virus is not associated with cyber-enabled crimes such as identity theft [11]. What is more surprising is that in some studies, having anti-virus protection is associated with a higher risk of victimisation [7, 19]. Only one study demonstrated that having an email filter can reduce the risk of hacking/malware victimisation [44].

This contradicting effect of anti-virus towards victimisation has been argued to be related to the studies’ nature. However, since most of the studies
analysed are cross-sectional, there is a possibility that technical guardianship is adopted after being victimised. Therefore, installing anti-virus and other filtering software does not appear to reduce the risk of victimisation. However, prior victimisation experience influences guardianship, as demonstrated in Guerra’s [45] longitudinal study. The study shows that previous victimisation influences greater levels of guardianship at time 2. However, the effect of guardianship at time 2 still does not influence victimisation at the subsequent time 3. In addition, Leukfeldt and Yar [4] argue that a user may still not be protected, especially from the cyber-dependent crimes of new or unknown malware types. An offender can also exploit a flaw in software despite the existence of an anti-virus.

As for personal guardianship, a few constructs have been used as proxies, namely digital skills/literacy and online risk awareness. Digital skills or digital literacy have been argued as one of the guardianships from the risk of victimisation. In a study by Milani [7], digital skills are represented by solving problems related to their smartphones independently. The result shows that people with higher digital skills are less prone to becoming victims of hacking and virus attacks. However, IT skills do not influence cyber-enabled crimes such as identity theft. In another study, digital skills are also known as digital literacy shows that this factor significantly influences cyber-enabled crime victimisation, i.e., responding to phishing emails.
Based on the analysis, we can see that digital skills or literacy effects on risk of victimisation are more prominent in cyber-dependent crimes such as hacking. For cyber-enabled crimes, the role of digital skills has mixed findings (see Figure 11). We speculated that the measurement of digital literacy used might have contributed to these mixed findings. For cyber-enabled crimes like phishing or identity theft, digital literacy should assess the knowledge on social engineering approaches used in cybercrime. For example, in reflecting on Graham and Triplett’s [10] study, a set of specific questions such as privacy policy, scam calls, knowledge about personal data protection, and other privacy-related questions were employed. Using this set of more pertinent questions to represent digital skills for cyber-enabled crimes demonstrates the significant role of victimisation risk. This operationalisation issue was also highlighted by Milani, where it was claimed that the internet-based competency used in their study was measured far too broadly in justifying their insignificant result. They represent basic internet competency as the ability to solve technology-related problems related to smartphones, which may not capture the related skills to combat or protect from cyber-enabled victimisation. For future research, a more delicate operationalisation for digital skills or competency needs to be formulated and...
targeted according to the types of cybercrimes. Another hypothetical reason is that users who perceive themselves as having high digital skills or IT efficacy can be described as overconfident, where overestimating what they know may diminish one’s guardianship [54].

As for online risk awareness, people with higher online risk awareness have a lower risk of victimisation, especially in cyber-dependent crimes such as hacking [4]. However, unfortunately, there are no comparative studies to compare the effect of online risk awareness to cyber-enabled crimes like fraud and identity theft to deduce a meaningful conclusion.

6 Applicability of the Rat Theory in Cybercrimes and Future Research

Based on our review, we suggest a refined specification and operationalisation of RAT’s components. The exposure, target attractiveness, and guardianship constructs need to be formulated and differentiated across cybercrimes. This study echoes the call for more adaptable measurements for different types of victimisation, rather than rejecting RAT’s applicability [55].

Future studies may want to consider exposure not only in the form of time spent exposure, but also data exposure (what types of data disclosed). As mentioned earlier, time spent on SNS is insignificant in relation to victimisation, which may not depict an accurate picture. It is imperative to examine exposure in the form of time and data exposure (what information is being shared) simultaneously to fully comprehend the effect towards victimisation.

In differentiating or profiling activities that increase motivated offenders in cyber-enabled versus cyber-dependent varies may be more meaningful to analyse the effects towards victimisation. For example, in cyber-enabled crimes, the offender may exploit the transactional and personal data’s visibility in the activities engaged in for trapping victims into fraud or identity theft incidents. On the other hand, in cyber-dependent crimes, the perpetrator may exploit security loopholes in activities such as downloading media and p2p sharing to embed viruses or malware. By profiling risky activities according to the types of cybercrimes may yield more meaningful results.

For target attractiveness, future research may want to move from individual-level analysis of sociodemographic factors and attributes, and instead classify the factors into a cluster of low-risk profile and high-risk profile according to types of cybercrimes. A profile may consist of an interaction effect between (1) age × efficacy, (2) gender × income, and other
possible combinations of demographics. For example, a low-risk profile for a cyber-dependent crime like hacking may consist of older individuals with low-frequency use of the Internet and less visibility. On the contrary, a high-risk profile will be younger individuals with high-frequency use and active participation on social media and forums. As for cyber-dependent crimes such as scams and identity theft, a high-risk profile may constitute a young, educated, and higher income group. Alternatively, a high-risk profile can also include older people with low self-efficacy. Thus, more research is needed for profiling individuals into lower or higher risk groups of cybercrimes’ victimisation.

In terms of guardianship, the current operationalisation of technical guardianship seems problematic. Installing anti-virus as a protective measure is sometimes shown not to be related, and at times is negatively correlated with victimisation. Therefore, this calls for more research to possibly examine the time framing of the installation of anti-virus, either pre or post victimisation. Anti-virus installation may also create a perception of low risk or less severity; hence, individuals are more active online and willing to share personal data. These correlations have not been tested before, which calls for an expansion of the RAT theory to include other constructs (mediators and moderators) to explain the victimisation process rather than the three structural elements (motivated offender, target attractiveness and guardianship).

Future research may explore other personal dimensions of protective measures that better align with cybercrimes’ types under investigation. For example, one possible personal characteristic is confidence in detecting cyber-enabled crimes like phishing emails. Confidence can be classified into prospective and retrospective. Prospective confidence refers to the confidence in a person’s ability to make a sound judgement. In contrast, retrospective confidence refers to the degree to which individuals believe their judgment is accurate [56]. We can speculate that the higher the retrospective confidence, the higher the risk of cybercrime victimisation.

Currently, most research examines the direct causal effects of RAT’s constructs towards cybercrime victimisation. There is a need for more research to examine the intervening processes that exist between RAT’S constructs and cybercrime victimisation. For example, Holtfreter et al. [34] demonstrate that low self-control influenced cybercrime victimisation by mediating risky purchases. In addition, Pratt et al. [49] suggest that online activities mediate the sociodemographic effects. Furthermore, postulating relevant mediating
constructs that interact with activities, personalities, target attributes, and guardianship will unfold the complex cybercrime victimisation process.

In conclusion, we recommend a typological application of RAT theory. This approach requires the operationalisation of RAT’s constructs (activities, attractiveness, and guardianship) to be tailored according to the nature of the cybercrimes. Through this specification of typology, we can have (1) more refined and stable profiling of activities that increase the exposure to different types of cybercrimes, (2) a combination of attributes that better represents target attractiveness based on the nature of the cybercrimes, and (3) appropriate guardianship operationalisation towards a particular type of cybercrime victimisation.
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